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ABSTRACT: While it’s true that not every kid has a personal computer in their home at present, it is expected that at 

least 95% of households will have some form of internet access in a few years from now.It’s not easy teaching your 

child how to use a computer, especially when they don’t have any prior experience with technology and are far more 

interested in playing games or streaming videos.Learning basic computer skills will help children develop good study 

habits, communication skills, and an aptitude for problem-solving and technology use that will serve them well 

throughout their lives. This begs the question, what are the computer basics kids should have at their fingertips. Well, 

we’ve tailored this article to walk you through the following: 

 What exactly are computer basics 

 The right time to teach kids essential computer basics 

 Teaching kids how the computer works  

 Important computer skills children should have handy 

 Internet safety for kids  

 Tips for Teaching Kids Computer Basics 

Alright, stay with me as we walk through all of this.   

KEYWORDS: computer,basics,essential,children,personal,study,habits,skills,internet 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Computer basics are simply the cornerstone of computer literacy. Knowledge of its fundamentals and proper applica-

tion can lead to more broad uses and processes for kids in the future.This includes anything from knowing the different 

parts of the computer system (hardware and software) to understanding how to use these parts to attain a specific re-

sult.[1,2,3] Using tablets, computers, and smartphones around children will kindle their interest, and you may notice 

them toying with these devices when they are within easy reach.However, do not misinterpret this as a serious interest 

in computers. Children around three and four are in the “button-pressing” period and will perceive computers as flashy, 

shiny toys.For most kids, this is around age five. However, if your child has an older sibling who uses the computer 

regularly, he may be able to do so sooner.  If you have more than one young child in your home, buying separate lap-

tops for each of them is a good idea. That way, they won’t fight over which device they get to play on. If you buy a 

laptop and want your toddler to play on it occasionally with supervision, change the settings so that she can’t acci-

dentally click on anything she shouldn’t see. She also should only be allowed to use the keyboard and mouse. As your 

child gets older, you can teach him how to use the mouse by tracing shapes on a piece of paper until he becomes com-

fortable touching it while sitting at a desk.Instead of a tablet or phone, the ideal approach to introduce your kid to a 

computer is with a family laptop or, more preferably, a desktop. This restricts your child’s access and allows you to 

educate them on the fundamentals, like switching on or off the computer or opening and closing a computer software. 

But first, make them realize that most devices they deal with regularly are computers. When children discover that even 

the candy machine at the nearby mall is a  computer, they will be more excited to learn about it.They’ll understand that 

computers are more than just a fun display and need them to do practically anything. Children need to learn how to 

operate traditional computers with keyboards, which they will most likely use at school.This will help kids learn hard-

ware and software fundamentals and improve their typing and mouse skills in ways touchscreens cannot. You could 

also educate them about the history of computers, so they can easily grasp what computers are and how they have 

evolved.It would help if you also taught children basic computer hygiene at this point, such as washing their hands be-

fore they use the computer, not clicking the keys so hard, and keeping food and liquids away from the computer and 

keyboard.[5,7,8] 

http://www.ijircce.com/
https://www.codemonkey.com/blog/what-type-of-computer-should-i-get-my-kid-the-complete-guide/
https://www.codemonkey.com/courses/digital-literacy-courses/
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Basic Computer Skills for Kids 

It’s never too late to learn the basics. It’s important that kids learn the basics, so they can easily improve on those skills 

in the future. Here are some skills they should know how to do: 

1. Typing  

Good keyboard skills are essential to succeeding in school and beyond. Even if your kid doesn’t plan on being a com-

puter scientist or an office worker, knowing how to type will come in handy for all sorts of projects, like writing emails 

and taking online quizzes.  

If your child already knows his ABCs on paper, teaching him to type them can take as little as ten minutes a day. You 

can teach your kid typing skills with the help of programs like Marvis Beacon or Typing Club.  

2. Email 

Your kid needs to know how to send and receive emails to communicate with teachers, family members, and friends. 

The easiest way to get started is by using Gmail at home or downloading the program Mail on a Mac or Windows ma-

chine.  

Once you’re comfortable with them sending and receiving messages, you can encourage your child to create her ac-

count, so she’ll have a place where she can store messages from people she trusts.  

To ensure her account is safe from strangers (or even sneaky classmates), teach her how to set up security questions. 

3. Online Research 

The World Wide Web is full of useful information and kid-friendly sites. Your child should learn how to locate these 

resources on her own and be able to evaluate them appropriately so she can spend more time having fun online.  

Teach your child how to use a search engine so he can look up words and topics he doesn’t understand. When she finds 

something good, ask her what she thinks about it before letting her read it. [9,10,11] 

Show her how to follow links on different pages so she can see other articles that might interest her. You can also edu-

cate your child on how to use a bookmarking tool like Delicious or Diigo so she can save websites to revisit later.  

Try to monitor the content they research online, or you could use the parental control setting to ensure they are not 

viewing harmful content.  

4. Coding 

There are some coding platforms for kids, like CodeMonkey, where they can learn fundamental programming tools 

like Python and Block-Based Coding. Kids who take the time to learn will develop key problem-solving skills and can 

eventually take this as a career. And because programming languages aren’t written down but instead told through 

combinations of text commands, kids don’t need to know how to read very well to use them.  

Internet Safety for Kids  

Kids need to understand the risks of using technology and how easy it is for people they don’t know to contact them 

online.  

http://www.ijircce.com/
https://www.codemonkey.com/blog/how-to-teach-kids-python-all-you-need-to-know/
https://www.codemonkey.com/blog/what-to-know-about-block-coding-for-kids/
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The first step in internet etiquette for kids is parental control. Keep an eye on what websites your child visits and ensure 

they’re safe. Some programs out there will let you do this with just one click. If your child does come across a website 

that looks like it might be inappropriate, make sure to talk about why that might be so without scaring them unneces-

sarily. 

This is also a perfect time to educate them about spam, phishing, malware, and other strategies and tools used to steal 

personal information. As they spend more time on the internet, they will need to learn to prevent pitfalls. 

Teaching internet safety gets more difficult with teenagers, who usually have their own devices and crave more priva-

cy. You’ve hopefully set a firm foundation for safety with these kids, but keep an eye out for signals of trouble. 

If your kid spends the entire night online, receives messages from strangers or unwanted gifts, refuses to talk to you 

about it, or switches off their computer when you enter the room, it’s time to examine their messages, search history, 

and limit their internet access. 

Parents can adopt a variety of techniques to accomplish this. Some of them are discussing with their children their 

online activity. 

Consider periodically co-creating with them. Keep track of your child’s favorite websites and apps. Discover how they 

work and what they expect from you. Let them know that their interests stimulate your attention. 

Tips When Teaching Kids Computer Basics 

When teaching kids computer basics, it is important to have a safe environment and help them navigate the different 

parts of a computer. This will allow them to explore independently once they have been taught the basics. Here are 

some tips for teaching kids computer basics. [12,13,15] 

 Encourage Communication 

One important thing when teaching kids about computers is encouraging communication. Let them ask questions and 

be patient as they learn how everything works. Getting used to typing or coding and other new skills can take time. 

Help them out when needed, but let them do some things alone. 

 Be Patient 

Teaching kids computer basics may have some rather high-priced requirements for younger children. If your kid has 

difficulty comprehending and applying some concepts, yelling or expressing frustration will not help. It is best to be 

polite and patient when teaching children. 

 Use kid apps for easy learning 

If you are trying to teach kids basic computer skills such as coding, typing, or browsing the internet, you can use some 

apps tailored for kids to make the learning experience more fun. 

In a nutshell, teaching your kids basic computer skills will give them a solid foundation if they decide to hone those 

skill sets in the future.  

There are a lot of tools and resources like CodeMonkey, and Mavis Beacon that teach these skills in a more friendly 

interface that grabs their attention.   

http://www.ijircce.com/
https://www.codemonkey.com/
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And there is no right age to start this journey – children as young as four can be taught simple steps like using the 

mouse and keyboard.  

II. DISCUSSION 

 
Children as young as 3 years of age may start showing interest in the computer (or similar devices). Using tablets, laptops, 

and smartphones around them will pique their curiosity, and you may find them fiddling with these gadgets when in their 

immediate vicinity.[15,17,18] 

  

However, do not mistake this as a specific genuine interest in computers. Three- and four-year-old kids are pretty much in 

the “button-pressing” stage, and they will view computers as little more than fancy, shiny toys. 

  

Four-year-olds may be able to discern letters and numbers on the keyboard. They may even be able to read what’s on the 

screen (simple terms like “Open,” “Close,” and “Okay,” especially). But as far as comprehension and deeper understanding 

of how to actually use a computer goes, they definitely won’t go further than surface level. 

  

If a three- or four-year-old kid wants to use the computer, we strongly recommend limiting them to 5-10 minutes a day. And 

this goes without saying, but their “computer use” should translate to you taking complete control of the keyboard and 

mouse while they sit on your lap and observe. Click on whatever they may point at on the screen (if deemed appropriate) 

and maybe allow them to interact with it by way of typing. 

  

Other than that, we feel that kids younger than 4 years of age shouldn’t use a computer by themselves for both practical, 

mental, and safety reasons.   

  

So, how old can kids start using the computer? Our recommended ages would be between 5 and 7 years. 

  

5-year-olds should have enough fine-motor skills and situational comprehension to properly use a computer with minimal 

adult supervision. In fact, a simplified version of the popular kids’ coding language, Scratch – known as ScratchJr – is spe-

cifically designed for ages 5 to 7. And, yes, there are definitely 5-year-olds out there capable of programming their own 

interactive stories and games! 

Here are some suggestions we have regarding 5-year-olds and computer usage: 

  

 Stay with them as they use the computer, but let them have full control over the mouse and keyboard (unless they 

ask specifically for help) 

 Screen the games they want to play and the websites they visit regularly. At this age, they most likely won’t be 

able to explore the internet as widely and as rapidly as older children can, but it’s always best to err on the side of 

caution[19,20,21] 

 That being said, introduce them immediately to basic internet and technology safety measures 

 Limit their computer time! One to two hours a day is plenty. Only adjust the schedule if they have trouble complet-

ing a school project or activity within the allotted time 

 

Although we 100% advocate encouraging independence and we also believe that kids are entitled to privacy, yes; we 

strongly recommend you routinely monitor your child’s internet activity. Especially for very young children.  

  

As we mentioned earlier, kids aged 7 and below should always have an adult present to watch everything they’re doing on 

the computer (and to help them, should they need it). At the age of 8 or 9, children are old enough to understand the con-

cepts of action, consequence, and causal effect. That is to say, they’ll know that breaking internet rules or experimenting 

with computer/internet settings could have unpleasant repercussions.  

  

We think it’s safe to leave children aged 8 and up alone on the computer for extended periods (maybe no more than 30 to 45 

minutes). But we still recommend placing a curfew or computer schedule—even for teenagers! 

  

http://www.ijircce.com/
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In the case of teens, tweens, and pre-teens, it may be difficult to monitor every online interaction they make. At their age, 

privacy is a big deal, so requesting full access to their social media accounts (so you can filter everything they post) may not 

be ideal.  

  

But you can always opt for a compromise! Checking their browsing history on the regular isn’t as invasive and will give 

you a pretty solid idea of the websites/platforms they frequent. 

  

Basic Keyboard and Mouse Skills 

  

Pretty much the only way we can interact with a computer (barring the touch-screen ones) is by using either the keyboard or 

the mouse. So it’s important that kids learn keyboard and mouse skills as early as possible.  

  

How to move the mouse, to control the cursor, the difference between a left-click and right-click, proper typing position 

(hand placement, etc.), different key groups (number keys, letter keys, special keys), and how to use keyboard shortcuts are 

just some examples of computer basics for kids. 

  

Here are some elements you should highlight: 

  

 What “special keys” like Enter, Shift, CTRL/CMD, and the space bar do 

 How to use arrow keys to move around the screen 

 Touch-typing 

 Simple keyboard shortcuts like CTRL/CMD + V and CTRL/CMD + C 

 “Hovering” over something versus “clicking” on it 

 The difference between “left-click” and “right-click” 

 Controlling the cursor by controlling the mouse (hand-eye coordination + fine-motor skills)[22,23,25] 

 Basic Software and Application Skills 

  

Once your child knows how to interact with the computer via input, it would be best to introduce the basic software, pro-

grams, and applications they’ll most likely encounter frequently. This includes programs for schoolwork (like Google Docs, 

Google Chrome, and Microsoft Word) and programs for leisure (such as YouTube, Facebook, and popular gaming plat-

forms like Roblox). 

Older children will most likely be introduced to additional software at school in compliance with their lesson plans. 

  

Here are some computer programs we feel kids should be familiar with early on:  

 Microsoft Word 

 Microsoft Excel 

 Internet Browsers (Google Chrome, Firefox, Safari, etc.) 

 Google Apps (especially Google Docs and Google Drive) 

 Simple photo editing/drawing tools (like MS Paint) 

 File Storage Programs (like Windows File Explorer) 

 These computer programs can teach your kids necessary computer skills like:  

 How to drag + drop files 

 How to rename folders 

 How to share files 

 How to create and save new word documents 

 How to print word documents 

 How to access the internet 

  

 

http://www.ijircce.com/
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And on the subject of the internet… 

  

Basic Internet Introduction: Safe and Productive Use 

Like it or not, the internet is now a crucial part of our daily lives. Computer literacy involves more than just knowing how to 

work with computers; it involves knowing how to access the internet to find – and verify – information.  

 

III. RESULTS 
 

These are the basic computer skills for kids to be familiar with. 

1. Computer Basics for Kids – Typing Skills[25,27,28] 

When we think of essential computer skills for our children, typing isn’t something that is often discussed. But that 

really shouldn’t be the case, as learning to type is one of the most valuable skills that a child should learn. 

It can not only help them with their school work but can also set them up with an advantage in later life when it comes 

to exploring job opportunities. Many jobs now require quick typing skills, but with advances in technology that’s set to 

become even more important. 

Here are a few merits of knowledge of typing for kids: 

 Typing helps kids work more efficiently: Children who learn to type can work far quicker as they won’t 
have to look down at their fingers as they look for the correct characters to press. Whether they are work-

ing on a school assignment or a home project, they will be able to focus purely on getting their ideas out 

onto the screen, rather than wasting energy and time trying to find that elusive letter on the keyboard. 

 Typing can improve English language skills: Typing engages various cognitive aspects of a child’s brain 

as it’s a very demanding motor activity. This results in the child being a lot more focused and conscious 

of what they are typing, as they will want to write the words out correctly. This improved level of focus 

and engagement can help the child to improve their written English skills and also their spelling. 

 Typing gives kids an advantage in education: And naturally, having that increased speed can lead to ad-

vantages for children in school, plus throughout their academic life up until they leave college or universi-

ty. If your child can produce computer-written work and tasks at more than twice the speed of a type-

trained child, it stands to reason that it could help them to get ahead. In secondary education and beyond, 

the majority of assignments and essays are expected to be typed. By learning to type, children could shave 

hundreds of hours off the time they spend producing their work. If they learn at a young age, then they 

will reap the benefits as they progress through the education system. [29,30,31] 

 Typing gives kids an advantage in their future careers: For many years now, jobs that require keyboard 

and typing skills have not simply been limited to administrative roles. With advances in technology, the 

rise of robotics, and an ever-changing job market, the ability to type is going to become even more im-

portant for future careers. Even today, given the prevalence that computers have in the modern workplace, 

a typing speed of 50 words a minute is generally seen as the bare minimum employees should be able to 

achieve in order to be viewed as efficient. 

 Typing quickly and efficiently saves you time: Just by doubling your typing speed from 25 words to 50 

words per minute, you can effectively half how long it will take you to perform a written task. For chil-

dren that could mean that they get homework and assignments completed a lot quicker, meaning that they 

aren’t sitting in front of a computer screen for long periods of time. 

2. Basic Computer Skills for Students – Using Web Browsers 

Web browsers are as important as the first printing presses because they make it possible for anyone to share and inter-

act with knowledge and data. No matter which web browser kids use, they should learn the basics of browsing the Web. 

Here are the important concepts that all children should know about web browsers: 

 URLs and Address Bar: Each website has a unique address, called a URL (short for Uniform Resource 

Locator). It’s like a street address that tells your browser where to go on the Internet. When you type a 

URL into the browser’s address bar and press Enter on your keyboard, the browser will load the page as-

sociated with that URL. 

 Links: Whenever you see a word or phrase on a website that’s blue or underlined in blue, it’s probably a 

hyperlink or link for short. You might already know how links work, even if you’ve never thought about 

them much before.  Links are used to navigate the Web. When you click a link, it will usually take you to 

a different webpage. You may also notice that your cursor changes into a hand icon whenever you hover 

over a link.  

http://www.ijircce.com/
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 Navigation Buttons: The Back and Forward buttons allow you to move through websites you’ve recently 

viewed. You can also click and hold either button to see your recent history. The Refresh button will re-

load the current page. If a website stops working, try using the Refresh button.[32,33,35] 

 Tabbed Browsing: Many browsers allow you to open links in a new tab. You can open as many links as 

you want, and they’ll stay in the same browser window instead of cluttering your screen with multiple 

windows. To open a link in a new tab, right-click the link and select Open link in the new tab (the exact 

wording may vary from browser to browser). 

 Bookmarks and History: If you find a website you want to view later, it can be hard to memorize the exact 

web address. Bookmarks, also known as favorites, are a great way to save and organize specific websites 

so you can revisit them again and again. Simply locate and select the Star icon to bookmark the current 

website. Your browser will also keep a history of every site you visit. This is another good way to find a 

site you visited previously. To view your history, open your browser settings—usually by clicking the 

icon in the upper-right corner—and select History. 

 Downloading Files: Links don’t always go to another website. In some cases, they point to a file that can 

be downloaded, or saved, to your computer. If you click a link to a file, it may download automatically, 

but sometimes it just opens within your browser instead of downloading. To prevent it from opening in 

the browser, you can right-click the link and select Save link as (different browsers may use slightly dif-

ferent wording, like Save target as). 

 Saving Images: Sometimes you may want to save an image from a website to your computer. To do this, 

right-click the image and select Save image as (or Save picture as). 

 Plug-Ins: Plug-ins are small applications that allow you to view certain types of content within your web 

browser. For example, Adobe Flash and Microsoft Silverlight are sometimes used to play videos, while 

Adobe Reader is used to view PDF files. If you don’t have the correct plug-in for a website, your browser 

will usually provide a link to download it. There may also be times when you need to update your plug-

ins. 

3. Basic Computer Skills for Students – Working With Microsoft Office 

Microsoft Office is the most widely used tool for sharing/presenting professional information by a considerable number 

of companies in the world. The benefits of Microsoft Office to business productivity are so important that all computer-

based professionals today are very familiar with Office. It is used at home, schools, and offices daily for organizing, 

handling, and presenting data and information and offers programs that can be used both in a web browser and on a 

desktop. 

Kids must be able to use the most popular computer programs available for the work they’ll do on their computer. Your 

child should know their way around Microsoft Office, a suite of computer programs used throughout the academic and 

professional worlds. It includes:  

 Microsoft Word: Perhaps the most popular word processing and document creator program. Your student 

should be able to: 

 Create, format, save, and edit documents in Word  

 Add tables and graphics to documents   
 Adjust margins and spacing  

 Check word counts  

 Create headers and footers  

 Use track changes  

 Excel: In this spreadsheet program, your high school student should know how to organize information in 

charts and graphs, write formulas, sort, and filter data, and use cell references.  

 PowerPoint: Mastery of this slide program will allow students to make effective presentations as part of 

reports for school and in their future workplaces. A high school student should be able to create basic 

presentations with text, pictures, and objects.  

 

Here are six important reasons why Office is an essential tool for kids today: 

 Microsoft Office is used by 90% of Companies Worldwide: Statistically, this means that over 1.2 billion 

people and most businesses are currently using Microsoft Office. That’s nearly 20% of the world’s popu-

lation and that many people can’t be wrong. Recent statistics have shown that the percentage of enterpris-

es with at least 100 users increased from 87% to 91%, and usage within enterprises grew by over 320%. 

http://www.ijircce.com/
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 Employment: In the current job market, knowledge of Microsoft Office tools is essential as it helps to 

make your mark. 

 Presentations, word files, excel sheets, and working databases – are all a part of daily tasks for most of us. 

When you have an in-depth knowledge of MS Office, it means you can make better presentations, use 

more features in Word, Excel, or Access and thus make your mark on work in your style. This puts you 

ahead compared to your peers and thus boosts more confidence in you, too. 

 Cloud Service: Microsoft very well knows that the cloud is the future. Office 365 is a remarkable service 

in this domain. Office 365 is a cloud-based service: while a user has access to the Internet, he/she can ac-

cess Office 365 services online. Some of the main benefits of working in the cloud are: 

 Cost-Saving: Easy access to your company’s data will save money and time once you’re on 

the cloud. 

 Mobility: Mobile access to corporate data via smartphones and devices is possible with 

cloud computing, which is a great way to make sure your employees are never left out of the 

loop. 

 Disaster Recovery: Quick data recovery for all kinds of emergency scenarios, from natural 

disasters to power outages is provided by cloud-based services. 

 Different Features and Support: Microsoft delivers all office tools with more and better features with eve-

ry new release. There is extensive and professional support available 24/7 for Office, as well as countless 

online resources providing tutorials and tips for using MS Office tools.[35] 

 Trust and Reliability: The reason companies and users continue to use Office today is due to the trust 

which Microsoft has built up over the years. Office delivers great utility and advanced features with every 

new release, so people don’t need to look at any other tool. Microsoft has justified the fact that trust goes 

a long way. 

 Highly User-Friendly Interface and Features: Microsoft Office is well known for its clean and straight-

forward user interface, which is easy to use and understand. The pages are extremely user-friendly, and 

you can easily navigate through them. The menu items explain and guide you clearly to execute your 

tasks effectively and effortlessly. 

Benefits of Learning Coding For Kids 

4. Basic Computer Skills for Kids – File Maintenance and Organization 

Technology puts the “virtual” in “virtual school,” making the computer your student’s most important learning tool. In 

fact, a computer can be considered a learning space, just like a virtual classroom. Knowing how to create and save work 

on a computer is essential, but very quickly the prolific computer user will realize they need a system for how and 

where they store their work.  

Kids  need to know how to:  

 Create and label folders  

 Understand that each folder may hold individual files or additional folders with subfolders within them  

 Understand file suffixes, e.g., that a file ending in .docx will open in Microsoft Word, and .xls will open 

in Microsoft Excel  

 Understand the use of external drives, such as flash and thumb drives  

 Be familiar with online and cloud file storage, and how to transfer and share files, such as via Dropbox, 

Microsoft’s OneDrive, and Google Drive  

Kids should all know how a computer can be organized and maintained to boost the computer’s—and thereby the stu-

dent’s—long-term performance. Use the checklist below to make sure you cover everything. 

 Organize Your School files: Proper organization helps the computer run more efficiently and makes it 

easier for you to find things. 

 Your “My Documents” folder is organized using a simple hierarchy of sub-folders for each 

subject. 

 All files follow a consistent naming structure, including important information such as the 

subject, date, and name of the assignment. For example, “9-25-13_Math_Fractions Home-

work.” 

 All files are in the correct place. 

 Clean Your Desktop: Removing clutter from your desktop can make you feel better and also make im-

portant shortcuts and documents stand out. 

http://www.ijircce.com/
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 There are no unused or unnecessary shortcuts. 

 There are shortcuts for frequently accessed folders. 

 There are no files on your desktop. 

 Change Your Passwords to Enhance Your Security: This is especially important for your major online ac-

counts. 

 Your passwords are longer than six characters and include both numbers and letters.  

 Your passwords are backed up in a secure place. 

 Free Up Space: This can make your computer faster and more efficient. It can be achieved in the follow-

ing ways: 

 They checked for and uninstalled unneeded programs within the Control Panel. 

 They took a look in “My Computer” to make sure at least 15% of your hard drive space is 

free, which helps your computer run more smoothly. 

 They checked to see whether any unimportant programs start automatically when your com-

puter turns on. You can do this by typing “MSConfig” (without quotation marks) into the 

search box of the Start menu and hitting Enter, then clicking the Startup tab in the System 

Configuration box that appears. 

 They ran a disk defragment, allowing your hard drive to place all saved data together to 

make it easier to access. 

 Check Your Computer Security: Kids should have a free antivirus program downloaded to their comput-

ers. 

 Their antivirus software is up-to-date. 

 They ran a scan and dealt with any security threats it detected. 

 If they noticed any signs of malware on your computer, technology support services should 

be contacted. Another option is to run a program to remove any malware. 

 Backup Your Data: Prevent yourself from losing important documents. 

 You save copies of your files to a flash drive, to an external hard drive, or in a form of cloud 

storage. 

 Clean Your Computer: Technology accumulates dust, grime, fingerprints, and more, so don’t forget to 

clean it often. 

 You used a mild disinfectant on the keyboard and mouse without getting either wet. 

 You used a can of compressed air to blow the dust out of your keyboard. 

 You gently wiped the dust off of the monitor with a dry cloth or a cloth with screen cleaner. 

5. Computer Skills for Kids – Email Etiquette 

Many kids enter upper elementary or middle school knowing how to text, how to quickly find information on Google, 

and even how to make their own YouTube videos. But a surprising number of students have never used email. It simply 

isn’t a preferred method of communication among today’s youth. 

 

As a parent/teacher, we have a great opportunity to introduce students to email. We may be their first exposure to this 

form of communication, so it’s important that we take the time to teach some really big lessons. We want our students 

to be good communicators, and it’s crucial that they learn the ins and outs of email correspondence. This will be a 

much-needed skill as students will need it in high school (to contact their teachers), as well as in college and the work-

force. 

These are some of the important points that kids should keep in mind while writing emails: 

 Email is More Formal Than Texting: While it is not as formal as a handwritten letter, email communica-

tion is more formal than a text, especially while emailing teachers. For that reason, always begin an email 

with a greeting and end with a closing.  

 Omit Abbreviations, Slang and Emojis, and Use Proper Grammar: Words like BTW or LMK are not ap-

propriate for emailing teachers and elders. Spell out every word and use proper grammar, including using 

proper capitalization and punctuation. 

 Be Polite yet Succinct: Tone can get lost in email communication so be cautious on the side of being 

courteous. Also, avoid wordy emails. Everyone appreciates emails that are to the point. If this is not pos-

sible, setting up a phone call is a better option. 

http://www.ijircce.com/
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 Don’t Forget a Subject Line: This sums up what the email is about. “Math Test on 20th Feb” or “Ques-

tions on Geometry Assignment” helps the recipient start through her/his inbox and replay in a timely 

manner.  

 Proofread Before Sending: Check for spelling and grammatical errors. Read over an email (aloud if it 

helps) before you hit send to make sure it sounds respectful. If possible, it’s better to send an email from 

your computer instead of a cell phone where it’s easier to spot mistakes. 

 Never Send an Email You Don’t Want Everyone to See: This goes for any electronic communication. 

Mistakes happen. People get copied on the wrong emails or the recipient might accidentally forward it to 

the wrong person. So, always ask yourself before sending if you would be embarrassed if someone other 

than the recipient saw the email.  

 Always Reply: And in a timely manner. Ideally the same day. Even if a teacher doesn’t ask any specific 

question, reply so that they know you received and read the email. A simple “Thank you” is great! If you 

don’t reply in a timely manner, send a quick apology as soon as you realize it.[31,32,33] 

6. Basic Computer Skills for Students – Using the Internet for Research 

Your school papers, assignments, and presentations require research that today typically includes the use of the internet, 

as well as textbooks, other publications, and subject matter experts. The skills necessary to navigate the internet well 

enough to perform research for online high school courses include:  

 Conducting an effective search with a search engine (e.g., Google, Bing, Yahoo) using advanced search 

commands  

 Evaluating web resources for authority, currency, purpose, and content  

 Identifying legitimate resources   

 Fact-checking information  

 Understanding copyrights, licenses, and plagiarism in a digital environment and how to cite online 

sources in papers. 

7. Basic Computer Troubleshooting 

Anyone who uses a computer on a regular basis needs to understand the basics of how computers work and what to do 

when something goes wrong.   

When computer problems arise, your high schooler should know to:  

 Write down each step taken to correct the problem  

 Check to make sure that all cables are properly connected, all plugs are in, and power strips are on  

 Write down as much information as possible about error messages the computer provides, and look them 

up online (on another device) for more information  

 Reboot; when all else fails, try restarting the program and/or the computer 

 

10 Best Coding Languages For Kids 

8. Online Privacy, Security, and Safety Skills 

During school closures, thousands of pupils are stuck at home and use the internet to attend their online classes and 

keep in touch with their classmates and friends. “The moment a child owns a mobile phone,” says Simon Leggett, Re-

search Director of ChildWise, “it can be a challenge to monitor what your child is accessing online because it’s such a 

private technology that most keep, literally, close to their chest.” 

Setting blanket restrictions on your children’s internet usage — while it sounds tempting — can prevent them from 

developing skills and increasing critical learning opportunities. Kids can learn many things with the internet, provided 

they use it with extra care. Below are some of the internet dangers that students face: 

 Cyberbullying 

 Phishing 

 Cyber Predators 

 Malware 

 Scams 
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As a parent, you can apply Internet safety rules for your kids: 

 Use Parental-Control software 

 Manage kids’ computer use 

 Get involved in your children’s online activities 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
 

With the advancement in technology over the years, we now live in a world that is both enriched and burdened by 

computers and gadgets. Kids are also not untouched by this revolution. In today’s world, every kid should be equipped 

with basic computer skills such as Typing, Using Web Browsers, Working with Microsoft Office, File Maintenance & 

Organization, and Email Etiquette.[33,35] 
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